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and manufacturing process to ensure our products compared
favourably with what was already on the market.
More hand-crafted than mass-produced, Turbosmart products
quickly gained acceptance within the performance community
for their quality and reliability.
Not much has changed since then. Although our product line
and the company itself have grown considerably, the products
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Australia, using the same tried and proven formula of
innovative design, strict quality control and rigorous testing.
Rather than out-source our production overseas, we have

BOOST CONTROLLERS
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back in 1997, a great amount of effort was put into the design

are still designed and manufactured at our factory in Sydney,

UNIVERSAL ................................................................................................................................................
MODEL SPECIFIC

When Turbosmart begun making performance products,

invested in our research facility, manufacturing equipment
and staff training to ensure our products continue to perform
up to and beyond your expectations.
At Turbosmart, we don’t believe in cutting corners and
half-measures. We don’t accept anything short of perfection
- and neither should you.

.........................................................................

At Turbosmart,
Nicholas J. Cooper
Founder and Director
Turbosmart Pty Ltd
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ABOUT US

RACE-BRED DESIGN

COMPANY PROFILE
Founded in Sydney, Australia, in 1997, with a range of just two products,
Turbosmart quickly gained a solid reputation for quality and reliability.
To cater for the growing demand, the Turbosmart range has increased more than
tenfold as did the distribution and dealer network. Today, Turbosmart products
are distributed in over 50 countries around the world and can be found in many
world-record breaking vehicles in the USA, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, UK,
and Puerto Rico to name a few.
An ever-increasing number of racing teams and tuning houses around the world
use and recommend Turbosmart products. Their achievements on the track and
at street events are a testimony to Turbosmart’s design, manufacturing and
testing principles. The feedback received from the racers and tuners alike
contributes to the on-going development of Turbosmart products, reinforcing
the philosophy of continual improvement.
No matter what the application, be it drag or circuit racing, rally, off-road, speed
boating or street tuning, the DNA of reliability, innovation and performance is
apparent in every Turbosmart product.
Turbosmart’s unique brand of success is a result of a tried and proven formula of
exhaustive research, thorough development and continuous refinement. Before
reaching the consumer, Turbosmart products are tested and proven on a number
of race vehicles under the most demanding conditions.
More hand-crafted than mass-produced, Turbosmart products are treated with
an exceptional care and attention to detail in an endless pursuit of excellence.

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
Through the passionate and tireless efforts of its dedicated team of engineers,
machinists, assembly workers, quality controllers and field testers, Turbosmart
products are always on the forefront of the market, bristling with new technology and revolutionary concepts.
Turbosmart products have received praises from international motoring
press and collected awards at various automotive shows. The e-Boost family
electronic boost controllers was awarded the Best Performance Product Runnerup at the 2003 SEMA show and the Auto Salon Magazine’s Product of the Year
2006. The Fuel Pressure Regulators picked up the International Press Award at
the 2005 SEMA show. The same award was also given to the new Ultra-Gate38
at the 2007 SEMA show.
In June 2007 Turbosmart has turned another page in its expansion into the
international scene with the successful opening of Turbosmart USA - a subsidiary of Turbosmart Pty Ltd, catering specifically to the North American market.
Turbosmart’s success on drag, circuit and rally tracks has benefited its
street-tuning range of products. The lessons learnt while designing and
manufacturing parts to handle extreme horsepower, torque and speed requirements have translated to street technology that is not only functional and reliable
but also extremely durable and versatile.
It’s this technology, together with the total commitment to quality and
performance, that sets Turbosmart apart from other brands.

More hand-crafted than mass-produced, our products are treated
with an exceptional care and attention to detail
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All the FAQs, Facts and Figures
are only a click away

Behind every Turbosmart product stands a long and rich racing history. While a
majority of Turbosmart products are used on street cars, their design and testing
procedure is identical to the high-end purpose-made racing products.
Before reaching the consumer, Turbosmart products are subjected to a range of
tests performed in the most demanding environment - the race track.
Since its inception, Turbosmart has been involved in various forms of motorsport.
Through sponsorship programs, we have been able to secure R&D access to many
top-ranking vehicles. Our testing philosphy is simple; the product must satisfy all
performance and reliability requirements under competitive racing conditions before it is it deemed fit for the general enthusiast usage. While some might think of
it as an “overkill” we call it “safeguarding” both our customers, and our reputation.
The lessons learnt while designing and manufacturing parts to handle extreme
horsepower, torque and speed requirements translate to street technology that is
not only functional and reliable but also extremely durable and versatile.
Each product in our range is continuously developed and improved. The
feedback we receive from the racers, testers and everyday users contributes to
better performing, more reliable final products that are always at the forefront of
the technology and always in demand.
This “Top-Down” approach has resulted in products that are respected at both
ends of the spectrum, from the motorsport fraternity right down to the street
enthusiast. This reputation for performance and reliability is evident with every
box stamped with the “Turbosmart” logo.
Why do we go to so much effort? Again, the answer is simple; so that all our
customers, dealers and distributors have the same confidence in our products as
we do.

www.TURBOSMARTONLINE.com

All the FAQs, Facts and Figures
are only a click away
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PRO-GATE/POWER-GATE SPRING COMBINATION CHART

WASTEGATES
EXTERNAL

Desired Boost Pressure
KPa

WHY BUY A TURBOSMART
WASTEGATE?

34.47

Turbosmart’s new generation external
wastegate for street and racing
applications feature new, smaller and
lighter bodies with improved ﬂow path
and temperature resistance.

0.345
0.483

7

0.69

10

0.827
0.965

14

1.03

15

1.172

Height: 134mm (5.28”)
Cap diameter: 98mm (3.85”)

Height: 144 mm (5.67”)
Cap diamter: 98mm (3.85”)

PART NUMBER: TS-0501-1011

S/R U

V
V

1.31

19

1.448

21

V

1.517

V

22

165.5

1.655

24

179.3

1.793

26

193.1

1.931

28

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V
V

V

V

V

V
V

KPa

BAR

PSI

34.47

0.345
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Application
Suitable for most high performance turbocharged vehicles with an
external wastegate turbo system. Easy upgrade – fits onto the old
Pro-Gate or Power-Gate inlet flange.

S/R U

A

POWER-GATE 60
Despite being increased from 50mm to 60mm, the new Power-Gate60
is 30% lighter, 20% smaller and has 40% more flow than the old
Power-Gate50
Application
Designed to withstand extreme temperatures and harshest racing
conditions. Fully compatible with all Turbosmart Boost Controllers.
Supplied with
7psi outer spring (fitted), 10psi inner spring, Inlet flange, outlet flange,
valve seat, inlet V-Band clamp, outlet V-Band clamp, 2 x 1/8 NPT
vacuum fittings. Kit Builder Packs available to customer specifications.

PART NUMBER: TS-0503-1002

S/R U

www.TURBOSMARTONLINE.com

S

S/R

7 PSI Outer

10 PSI Outer

14 PSI Outer

TS-0501-2004

TS-0501-2005

TS-0501-2006

TS-0501-2007

Green/Grey

Green/White

Green/Purple

Green/Blue

Green/Yellow

V

7

68.95

0.69

10

82.74

0.827

12

96.53

0.965

14

103.4

1.03

15

117.2

1.172

17

131

1.31

19

144.8

1.448

21

V
V
V

Street or
Race use

R

Race
use

U

Universal
Fit

M

Make or
Model
Speciﬁc

Available
in Sleeper
Series

A

V
V

V

V
V

V

V

V
V

V

TS-0501-2008

WG38 Double weld ange pack -10mm Mild Steel

TS-0501-2002

WG38 Double weld ange pack -10mm Stainless Steel

TS-0501-2001

WG38 Spring 5 psi inner -Grey/Green

TS-0501-2003

WG38 Spring 7 psi inner -White/Green

TS-0501-2004

WG38 Spring 7 psi outer -Purple/Green

TS-0501-2005

WG38 Spring 10 psi outer -Blue/Green

TS-0501-2006

WG38 Spring 14 psi outer -Yellow/Green

TS-0501-2007

WG38, WG50, WG60 Silicone Nomex Diaphragm Assembly

TS-0501-3001

WG38 Manifold Gasket -Stainless Steel - 2 per pack

TS-0501-3002

WG38 Valve seat

TS-0501-3003

WG50 & WG60 Spring 5 PSI inner - Black/Grey

TS-0502-2001

WG50 & WG60 Spring 7 PSI inner - Black/White

TS-0502-2002

WG50 & WG60 Spring 7 PSI outer - Black/Purple

TS-0502-2003

WG50 & WG60 Spring 10 PSI middle -Black/Blue

TS-0502-2004

WG50 & WG60 Spring 14 PSI middle - Black/Yellow

TS-0502-2005

WG50 Inlet weld ange

TS-0502-3001

WG50 Outlet weld ange

TS-0502-3002

WG50 Valve seat

TS-0502-3003

WG50 Inlet V-Band Clamp

TS-0502-3004

WG50 Outlet V-Band Clamp

TS-0502-3005

Power-Gate60 Spares and Accessories
WG50 & WG60 Spring 5 PSI inner - Black/Grey

A
Street
use

7 PSI Inner

TS-0501-2003

Ultra/Pro/Power-Gate Diaphragm Assembly

Ultra-Gate Stainless Steel Gasket

Pro-Gate50 Spares and Accessories

Supplied with
7psi outer spring (fitted), 10psi inner spring, Inlet flange, outlet flange,
valve seat, inlet V-Band clamp, outlet V-Band clamp, 2 x 1/8 NPT
vacuum fittings. Kit Builder Packs available to customer specifications.
PART NUMBER: TS-0502-1002

0.483

5 PSI Inner

WG38 KKK (Small) to Ultra-Gate adapter

A

A new, smaller and lighter body provides an improved flow path and
temperature resistance. 35% lighter, 20% smaller, 25% more flow than
the superseded Pro-Gate48

Accessories
available

TS-0502-2002

WG50 & WG60 Spring 14 PSI middle - Black/Yellow

TS-0502-2005

WG50 & WG60 Spring 7 PSI outer - Black/Purple

TS-0502-2003

WG50 & WG60 Spring 10 PSI middle -Black/Blue

TS-0502-2004

WG60 Inlet weld ange

TS-0503-3001

WG60 Outlet weld ange

TS-0503-3002

WG60 Valve seat

TS-0503-3003

WG60 Inlet V-Band Clamp

TS-0503-3004

WG60 Outlet V-Band Clamp

TS-0503-3005

S

Street
use

S/R

Street or
Race use

R

Race
use

U

Universal
Fit

M

Make or
Model
Speciﬁc

Ultra-Gate Weld Flange

Available
in Sleeper
Series

A

Accessories
available

Ultra/Pro/Power-Gate Valve Seats

Pro-Gate/Power-Gate Weld Flanges

Pro-Gate/Power-Gate V-Band Clamps

TS-0502-2001

WG50 & WG60 Spring 7 PSI inner - Black/White

TURBOSMART PRODUCT CATALOGUE 2009
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V
V

Ultra-Gate38 Spares and Accessories

PRO-GATE 50

All the FAQs, Facts and Figures
are only a click away

V
V

*Note: This chart shows what spring combinations are needed to achieve the desired boost pressure.
This chart is only an approximation and is based on a boost pressure to exhaust manifold back pressure ratio of 1:1

Supplied with
2 gaskets, 2 x 1/8 NPT vacuum fittings, valve seat, mounting bolts and a
7psi spring. Kit Builder Packs available to customer specifications.

6

Black/Purple

V

Desired Boost Pressure

Height: 112mm (4.4”)
Cap diameter: 98mm (3.85”)

Smaller, lighter and better in every key performance area than its
predecessor, the new Ultra-Gate38 provides high-end features and
build quality at an entry-level price.
Application
Suitable for all turbocharged vehicles with an external wastegate turbo
system. Street and racing applications.

PART NUMBER: TS-0503-1001

TS-0502-2003

Black/Yellow

ULTRA-GATE SPRING COMBINATION CHART

ULTRA-GATE 38

PART NUMBER: TS-0502-1001

7 PSI outer

TS-0502-2005

Black/Blue

17

131
144.8

48.26

PART NUMBER: TS-0501-1010

14 PSI middle

TS-0502-2004

Black/White

12

96.53
103.4

151.7

10 PSI middle

TS-0502-2002

Black/Grey
5

48.26

117.2

7 PSI Inner

TS-0502-2001
PSI

68.95
82.74

Redesigned from ground-up, all
new Turbosmart wastegates include
shielded diaphragm housing ensuring excellent heat handling
capabilities while a one-piece high
temp stainless steel valve provides
strength and reliability.
Tested and proven under the most
demanding racing conditions,
and competitively priced, the new
Turbosmart wastegates provide an
excellent way of reliably controlling
boost in a wide range of applications.

BAR

5 PSI Inner

Wastegate Springs

1/8NPT Vacuum Fittings

All the FAQs, Facts and Figures
are only a click away
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BLOW-OFF VALVES

BLOW-OFF VALVES

MULTI-FIT (UNIVERSAL)

MODEL-SPECIFIC

For a complete BOV fitting guide see page 26

For a complete BOV fitting guide see page 26

WHY BUY A TURBOSMART BLOW-OFF VALVE?

WHEN TO CHOOSE A MODEL-SPECIFIC BOV?

Performance, reliability and quality of manufacture sets
Turbosmart BOVs apart from the rest. Made from tough and
durable billet aluminium and including many innovative features
Turbosmart BOVs have large inlet ports giving them excellent
ﬂow capabilities.

Some engine bays have space or design constraints that make
ﬁtting a Multi-Fit BOV difﬁcult or even impossible.
The Model-Speciﬁc BOV range has been designed to cater for
those cars.

Turbosmart’s Universal Fit BOVs have been developed to ﬁt most
popular makes and models. The range is supported by Universal
Adapters (see p16) and Model-Speciﬁc Adapter Kits (see pg17).

PART No. TS-0204-1001

PART No. TS-0204-1002

Model-Speciﬁc BOVs are supplied as “Bolt-On” kits, complete
with all the accessories needed for ﬁtting and require no special
tools or fabrication.

PLUMB BACK

Featuring an oversized inlet
port and quick-release V-Band
clamps, this is the highest
flowing BOV in the Turbosmart
range. Designed for serious
racers, it is ideal for high boost,
high horsepower applications.

Fully recirculating (bypass) valve.
The Plumb Back systems vents
all excess pressure back into the
intake system. Great for enthusiast not wanting to be noticed.

S/R U

S/R U
25mm: FG-BOV-003PB25
29mm: FG-BOV-003PB29
32mm: FG-BOV-003PB32
34mm: FG-BOV-003PB34
38mm: FG-BOV-003PB38

A

MEGASONIC

PART No. FG-BOV-003MS-S

S/R U

25mm: FG-BOV-003DP25
29mm: FG-BOV-003DP29
32mm: FG-BOV-003DP32
34mm: FG-BOV-003DP34
38mm: FG-BOV-003DP38

PART No. FG-BOV-003SS

PART No. FG-BOV-003SS-S

S/R U

A

VEE PORT
Features a unique, variable
exhaust port system, providing superior venting of excess
pressure.
Simple and effective. Ideal choice
for drifting or circuit enthusiasts.

PART No. FG-BOV-002VP

PART No. FG-BOV-002VP-S

S/R U

A

8

All the FAQs, Facts and Figures
are only a click away

S/R U

The Dual Port can be configured to vent to the atmosphere, back into the air intake or both! Plumb Back
for the street, Supersonic for the race track, or Dual
Port for the best of both worlds!
Suits Subaru WRX MY01-MY07, STi MY01-08

38mm: FG-BOV-003DP38-S

S/R U

S/R M A

PART No. TS-0205-1015

A

FG-BVS-SPCS

Conversion Kit Type 3 to Plumb Back 25mm

FG-BVS-CVPB25

Conversion Kit Type 3 to Plumb Back 29mm
Conversion Kit -Type 3 to Plumb Back 32mm
Conversion Kit -Type 3 to Plumb Back 34mm
Conversion Kit -Type 3 to Plumb Back 38mm
Conversion Kit - Type 3 to Supersonic
Type 3, Plumb Back and Dual Port Spring -Yellow
Vee Port and Supersonic Spring - Brown
Dual Port blanking plate kit
FG-BVS-DPBP, Sleeper Series:
O-ring and Grub screws for Type 1, Vee Port and all Type 3 BOV·s
Race Port Alloy weld ange
Race Port Spring - standard
Race Port diaphragm replacement kit
Race Port V Band replacement kit
Race Port Stainless Steel weld ange
Race Port Spring Kit

FG-BVS-CVPB29
FG-BVS-CVPB32
FG-BVS-CVPB34
FG-BVS-CVPB38
FG-BVS-CVSS
FG-BVS-SP03PB
FG-BVS-SP0203
FG-BVS-DPBP-S
FG-BVS-ORGS
TS-0204-3001
TS-0204-3002
TS-0204-3003
TS-0204-3004
TS-0204-2001
TS-0204-2004

S/R M

PART No. TS-0205-1026

A

PART No. FG-BOV-WRXSS-S

S/R M

A

SUBARU WRX PLUMB BACK

A

Street-legal! A fully-recirculating
BOV, ideal for WRX enthusiasts
who don’t want to be noticed.
Easy to install and set up.
Fits all 2001-2007 models.

PART No. FG-BOV-WRXDP

MITSUBISHI DUAL PORT

PART No. FG-BOV-WRXDP-S

S/R M

A

Three BOVs in one!
All Turbosmart Dual Port BOVs come supplied
with a blanking plug making the conversion to
a Supersonic or a Plumb Back a breeze.
Using a 10mm allen key replace the trumpet
with supplied “screw-in” blank for a fully
recirculating (bypass) operation, or replace
the plumb back port for a high-flow, fully
atmospheric operation. Also sold as a spare.

Features both atmospheric and bypass ports. Easily
converts to a fully atmo or fully bypass valve.
Sequential ports provide a quiet operation on mild
boost and full performance at full boost.
Suits Mitsubishi EVO VII - X, Ralliart Colt.

S/R M A

PART No. TS-0205-1020

S/R M

Preferred venting solution for
serious street tuners and racers.
Ideal for enthusiasts who want
big flow and even bigger sound.
Easy to install and set up.
Fits all 2001-2007 models.

Features both atmospheric and bypass ports. Easily
converts to a fully atmo or fully bypass valve.
Sequential ports provide a quiet operation on mild
boost and full performance at full boost.
Suits Nissan Skyline GT-S and GT-R,
R32, R33, R34 and R35 (excluding R32 GTS-t)

BOV Hose Fitting Kit Blue: FG-BVS-HKBE, Black: FG-BVS-HKBK, Red: FG-BVS-HKRD
Centrifugal Supercharger Spring

PART No. FG-BOV-WRXVP-S

SUBARU WRX SUPERSONIC

PART No. FG-BOV-WRXSS

NISSAN DUAL PORT

A

www.TURBOSMARTONLINE.com

VACUUM

3
7
9
12
15
16
18
22

3 inHg Inner
Included
TS-0204-3002
Pink

7 inHg inner
In spring kit
TS-0204-2004
Orange

9 inHg outer
In spring kit
TS-0204-2004
Purple

V









15 inHg outer
Included
TS-0204-3002
Green

NISSAN GT-R R35

SUBARU WRX STi MY08

SUBARU WRX MY08

MITSUBISHI EVO X

V
V
V

V


V




V



V

V
V
V

V

S

Street
use

S/R

Street or
Race use

R

Race
use

U

Universal
Fit

M

Make or
Model
Speciﬁc

Available
in Sleeper
Series

A

Accessories
available

S

Street
use

TURBOSMART PRODUCT CATALOGUE 2009
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PART No. FG-BOV-WRXVP

SUBARU DUAL PORT

Accessories

The Type 1 Blow-Off Valve is
best suited to engines up to 1.5L
in capacity, producing standard
or mildly increased boost.
Compact in size, it’s ideal for
small, space-restricted engine
bays. Great entry-level product.
PART No. FG-BOV-001-S

A

Features a unique, variable
exhaust port system, providing superior venting of excess
pressure.
Ideal choice for street-tuned
WRXs. Easy to install and set up.
Fits all 2001-2007 models.

Race Port Spring Chart

TYPE 1

PART No. FG-BOV-001

S/R M

PART No. TS-0205-1010

Three BOVs in one. The Dual Port
can be configured to vent to the
atmosphere, back into the air
intake or both! Dual Port is easily
the most versatile BOV in the
Turbosmart range. Available in a
range of outlet diameters.

SUPERSONIC
Supersonic provides a superior
flow performance with a unique
“supersonic” sound.
Featuring a single atmospheric
trumpet, it is extremely popular
with racers and show-car buliders world-wide.

PART No. TS-0205-1009

DUAL PORT

A

SUBARU WRX VEE PORT

Features both atmospheric and
bypass ports. Easily converts to
a fully atmo or fully bypass valve.
Suits Subaru Legacy/Liberty GT,
WRX MY08-current, Forester
MY08-current, Mazdaspeed
(MPS) 3, 6 and Mazda CX7.

A

32mm: FG-BOV-003PB32-S
34mm: FG-BOV-003PB34-S
38mm: FG-BOV-003PB38-S

The loudest BOV in the
Turbosmart range.
Featuring two atmospheric trumpets it is aimed at the serious
racer, but also ideally suited for
show cars that want to stand out
from the crowd.
PART No. FG-BOV-003MS

MAZDA/SUBARU DUAL PORT

RACE PORT

S/R

Street or
Race use

R

Race
use

U

Universal
Fit

M

Make or
Model
Speciﬁc

Available
in Sleeper
Series

A

Accessories
available

All the FAQs, Facts and Figures
are only a click away
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BLOW-OFF VALVES

BOV ADAPTERS

WHY BUY A MODEL SPECIFIC
BOV ADAPTER KIT?

KOMPACT SERIES

MODEL-SPECIFIC

The easiest and by far the safest way of ﬁtting a Multi-Fit BOV to
your vehicle is with a Model-Speciﬁc Adapter Kit.
Designed to ﬁt the factory engine with minimum fuss and
technical knowledge. Each Model-Speciﬁc Adapter Kit comes
with all the necessary hardware as well as an extensive pictorial
ﬁtting guide. Most kits can be ﬁtted in under an hour with no
specialised tools, custom fabrication or welding.

WHY BUY A KOMPACT SERIES BOV?
Factory blow-off valves are notorious for leaking and even bursting under boost.
The Kompact Series BOVs have been designed as a bolt-on replacement for plastic factory Bosch or Denso BOVs, the Kompact
Series products offer superior ﬂow, full adjustability and greater
structural integrity under boost.

Because all the parts come from Turbosmart you can be
assured of accurate ﬁt and performance of the system.

Nissan 180SX/Silvia S13 (CA18)

Nissan 180SX/Silvia S13 (SR20)

PART No: FG-ADM-180SXCA

PART No: FG-ADM-180SXSR

Ideal for cars with constrained engine bay access like VWs, Audis,
Porsches, Seats, SAABs, Mazda MX5 (Miata) and Ford XR6-T.

20mm: FG-BOV-KTPB20
25mm: FG-BOV-KTPB25

PLUMB BACK

SUPERSONIC

The Plumb Back systems vents all excess
pressure back into the intake system. ideal
for street tuners and enthusiasts not wanting
to be noticed. Easy to fit and adjustable via a
rotating cap.

A BOV for racers and serious enthusiasts
who want to be noticed. Supersonic provides
a superior flow performance with a unique
“supersonic” sound. Extremely popular with
racers and show-car buliders world-wide.

Nissan 200SX/Silvia S14/S15

Nissan Skyline GTSt R32

Nissan Skyline GTSt R33

Nissan Skyline GTSt R33 plumb back

Available in 25mm or 20mm outlet diameters.

Available in 25mm or 20mm outlet diameters

PART No: FG-ADM-200SX

PART No: FG-ADM-R32

PART No: FG-ADM-R33

PART No: FG-ADM-R33PBK

Nissan Pulsar GTiR/Sunny

SUBARU FORESTER GT 98-00 (2L)

SUBARU FORESTER GT 01-02 (2L)

SUBARU FORESTER XT 03-05 (2.5L)

PART No: FG-ADM-GTIR

PART No: FG-ADM-FRST98

PART No: FG-ADM-FRST20

PART No: FG-ADM-FRST25

SUBARU LIBERTY/LEGACY 01-02

SUBARU WRX 97-98

SUBARU WRX 99-00

Ford XR6 turbo

PART No: FG-ADM-LBB4

PART No: FG-ADM-MY98

PART No: FG-ADM-MY99

PART No: FG-ADM-XR6

Smart Fortwo & Roadster

Toyota Supra JZA80 (2JZ-GTE)

Toyota Soarer 2.5TT (1JZ-GTE)

Toyota MR2

PART No: FG-ADM-SUPRA

PART No: FG-ADM-SOARER

PART No: FG-ADM-MR2

S M A

S M A

20mm:FG-BOV-KTSS20
25mm: FG-BOV-KTSS25

DUAL PORT

AUDI V6 TWIN TURBO

Dual Port vents both to the atmosphere
and back into the air intake.

A Kompact BOV specifically designed for the
V6 Twin Turbo Audi.

Dual ports with sequantial timing allow
quieter operation during normal driving,
while getting all the benefits of an
atmospheric Supersonic BOV under race
conditions.

The kit includes two Kompact Dual Port blow
off valves, all the necessary hardware and
comprehensive pictorial instructions.

Available in 25 and 20mm outlets.

S M A

20mm: FG-BOV-KTDP20
25mm: FG-BOV-KTDP25

S M A

FG-BOV-KTDPV6

TECH TIP
To adjust any Type 2, 3 or Kompact Series BOV, rotate the cap in the SOFT
direction up to, but not beyond, the indicator groove.
With the engine at idle, the exhaust port should be closed off by the piston.
Free rev the engine and back off quickly. The engine should return to normal
idle speed - if the revs drop below idle or engine stalls, increase the spring
tension by half a turn.
Repeat until the engine free revs and returns to normal idle speed. Test drive
the car. If the engine backfires or stalls upon deceleration or gear changes,
check all BOV connections, prior to increasing the spring tension again.

PART No: FG-ADM-SMART

The Model-Specific BOV adapter range
expands as new vehicle models are
released or updated. The new adapters
are announced through the Turbosmart
monthly trade newsletter.

Twin Turbo Audi set up with a pair of Kompact Plumb Back BOVs

For the most up-to-date additions to this
product range please check our website:

Kompact Series Springs
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Kompact DP Spring -Green

FG-BVS-SPKTDP

Kompact PB Spring -Blue

FG-BVS-SPKTPB

Kompact SS Spring & BOV-001 - Pink

FG-BVS-SPKTSS
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Toyota 1JZ Blanking Kit

Mitsubishi Eclipse Gen 1

Mitsubishi Eclipse Gen 2

PART No: FG-ADM-1JZBLNK

PART No: FG-ADM-ECL1

PART No: FG-ADM-ECL2
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BOV ADAPTERS

BOOST CONTROLLERS

WHY BUY A UNIVERSAL
BOV ADAPTER KIT?

UNIVERSAL

Hose Adapters
For 19mm ID Hose.................. FG-ADA-H019
For 25mm ID Hose.................. FG-ADA-H025
For 32mm ID Hose.................. FG-ADA-H032
For 34mm ID Hose.................. FG-ADA-H034
For 38mm ID Hose.................. FG-ADA-H038
(Supplied with a blanking plug)

MANUAL (GATED)

All Turbosmart Mutli-Fit blow-off valves come with a
stainless steel weld-on adapter which will suit most
applications.
The extended range of Universal BOV Adapters have been
designed to cater for modiﬁed, space or access-restricted
engine bays.
These adapters allow for simpler ﬁtting, easier access and
better looking BOV installations.
Please refer to the Fitting Guide on page 22.

WHY BUY A TURBOSMART GATED
BOOST CONTROLLER?
By far the easiest and most cost-effective way of controlling the
amount of boost pressure going to the wastegate is via a Gated
Boost Control Valve.
All Turbosmart Gated Boost Controllers are manufactured from
high-grade brass and aluminium and are renowned for their
ease of installation, operation and stability and feature a newly
developed gate system.
The extensive range covers all applications; from mild streettuned engines, to purpose-built race power plants.

S/R U
Greddy Adapter

Blanking Plugs

For replacing Type S and R blow-off valves.
Fits to existing flanges.

PART NUMBER: FG-ADA-GREDDY

For 19mm ID Hose.................. FG-ADA-BLNK19
For 25mm ID Hose.................. FG-ADA-BLNK25
For 29mm ID Hose.................. FG-ADA-BLNK29
For 32mm ID Hose.................. FG-ADA-BLNK32
For 34mm ID Hose.................. FG-ADA-BLNK34
For 38mm ID Hose.................. FG-ADA-BLNK38

S/R M

S/R U

HKS Adapter

SINGLE STAGE

S/R U

Fast boost response with a single adjustable boost level.
Switch between standard and high boost on the fly. Ideal for turbo cars
without factory boost controllers. High boost setting fully adjustable.
Supplied with all fitting hardware and a Rocket Launcher Switch.
PART No TS-0104-1001

A

PART No TS-0104-1002

DUAL STAGE

S/R U

A

S/R U

A

Fast boost response with two adjustable boost levels.
Toggle between high and low boost on the fly. Ideal replacement for factory
boost controllers. Both high and low boost settings are fully adjustable.
Supplied with all fitting hardware and a Rocket Launcher Switch.
PART No TS-0105-1001

PART No TS-0105-1002

Weld-On Adapter

For replacing SSQ blow-off valves.
Fits to existing flanges.

Aluminium

Available as an upgrade to the Stainless Steel
weld-on adapter.
Fits all Turbosmart Mutli-Fit blow-off valves.

PART NUMBER: FG-ADA-HKS-SSQ

S/R M
S/R U

PART NUMBER: FG-ADA-WA38

Race Port Adapter

Fits onto any Turbosmart Vee-Port, Dual Port,
Supersonic, Megasonic 38mm flange.

BOOST TEE

Weld-On Adapter
Stainless Steel

As supplied with all Turbosmart Multi-Fit blowoff valves.
Also available as a stand-alone product.
PART NUMBER: TS-0206-1001

S/R M

S/R U

Set your boost and forget it. Suits all turbo applications.
Boost adjustable from under the hood. Detent System makes adjusting a
breeze. Gated System brings boost on faster.
Supplied with a mounting bracket.
PART No TS-0101-1001

PART No TS-0101-1002

A

IN-CABIN

Control the boost from the driver’s seat.
Ideal for the active enthusiast who wants boost adjustment on the run. Detent
System makes adjusting a breeze. Gated System brings boost on faster.
Supplied with a mounting bracket, hose and all fitting hardware.
PART No TS-0106-1001

PART No TS-0106-1002

S/R U

Elbow Adapter

PART NUMBER: FG-ADA-SS38

Universal 90 degree Adapter.

BOV Adapter block off cap

Stainless Steel

For temporary removal of your blow-off-valve.
Suits all Turbosmart blow-off valve adapters.

PART NUMBER: FG-ADA-SELB

S/R U

S/R U

PART NUMBER: FG-ADA-CAP

Accessories

Elbow Adapter
Aluminium

Universal 90 degree Adapter.

PART NUMBER: FG-ADA-UELB

12
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Hose Tee

Boost Controller Hose Kit Blue: FG-GBS-FKBE, Black: FG-GBS-FKBK, Red: FG-GBS-FKRD

2.00” (50mm) ........................ FG-HT200150-BE
2.25” (57mm) ........................ FG-HT225150-BE
2.50” (63.5mm) ..................... FG-HT250150-BE
2.75” (70mm) ........................ FG-HT275150-BE
3.00” (76mm) ........................ FG-HT300150-BE

Mounting Bracket for Boost Tee and In Cabin
Mounting Bracket for Single and Dual Stage

TS-0101-3001
TS-0105-3001

Replacement Tee Piece for Single, Dual and In Cabin
Rocket Launcher Switch

TS-0105-3002
TS-0105-3005

S/R U

S/R U

www.TURBOSMARTONLINE.com
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BOOST CONTROLLERS

BOOST CONTROLLERS

ELECTRONIC

ELECTRONIC

Features:
The latest revision of the award-winning e-Boost2 features a
redesigned face with a new, ergonomic bezel design with larger,
easier to use buttons.
An updated user interface helps in navigating through the menus,
while a brand new feature Boost On Demand allows users to
select a boost group for a preset amount of time, giving them
overtaking power at the touch of a button!

BOOST MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

What is e-Boost2
e-Boost2 is a second generation complete Boost Management System from Turbosmart.

• Those with no prior tuning experience can enjoy the beneﬁts of
e-Boost2 right away by using the basic (factory preset) mode, while
the more experienced operators can opt for the advanced
(all programmable options) mode for total control and ﬂexibility.

e-Boost2 puts the user in total control of his/her turbocharger. With
a host of new features and state-of-the-art software, e-Boost2 is the
one accessory all owners of turbocharged cars should have! Easy
to use, yet sophisticated and technologically advanced, the e-Boost2
is equally at home in a street-going vehicle as it is in a top-level
racecar.

• Advanced mode unlocks up to 6 alternate boost mapping functions
with speciﬁc boost mapping for FWD, RWD, AWD, Bike and Drag
Racing applications.

e-Boost2 allows the user to control, monitor, map and compensate
boost. But e-Boost2 is a lot more than just a boost controller – it
can also control water spray, methanol or nitrous injection, manage
shift/warning lights and read/monitor RPM. While e-Boost2 is ﬁtted
with super-advanced software, it has been designed to be easy and
logical to use.

• Fully programmable auxiliary output controls water spray,
methanol or nitrous injection
• A speciﬁcally developed Correction Feature eliminates
boost drop-off at high RPM
• Boost levels can be mapped against TIME or RPM.
• Special gate pressure function eliminates wastegate creep

e-Boost2 60mm Sleeper

e-Boost2 - 2 /8” Sleeper

Black Face/Black Bezel combination.
Ideal for Sport Compact pillar and dash
mounting systems.
Back-lit, auto-dimming display.
Available in 40psi and 60psi models.

Black Face/Black Bezel combination.
Ideal for traditional 2 5/8” pillar and dash
mounting systems.
Back-lit, auto-dimming display.
Available in 40psi and 60psi models.

40psi: TS-0301-1003
60psi: TS-0301-1008

40psi: TS-0301-1011
60psi: TS-0301-1012

5

S/R U A

S/R U A

e-Boost2 60mm Black

e-Boost2 - 2 5/8” Silver

Black Face/Silver Bezel combination.
Ideal for Sport Compact pillar and dash
mounting systems.
Back-lit, auto-dimming display.
Available in 40psi and 60psi models.

Silver Face/Silver Bezel combination.
Ideal for traditional 2 5/8” pillar and dash
mounting systems.
Back-lit, auto-dimming display.
Available in 40psi and 60psi models.

40psi: TS-0301-1002
60psi: TS-0301-1007

40psi: TS-0301-1004
60psi: TS-0301-1009

S/R U A

S/R U A

e-Boost2 60mm White

e-Boost2 - 2 /8” Black

White Face/Silver Bezel combination.
Ideal for Sport Compact pillar and dash
mounting systems.
Back-lit, auto-dimming display.
Available in 40psi and 60psi models.

White Face/Black Bezel combination.
Ideal for traditional 2 5/8” pillar and dash
mounting systems.
Back-lit, auto-dimming display.
Available in 40psi and 60psi models.

40psi: TS-0301-1001
60psi: TS-0301-1006

40psi: TS-0301-1005
60psi: TS-0301-1010

5

S/R U A

60mm Accessories

• Dedicated external plug-in socket allows easy shift/warning
lights installation

Dash Mounting Kit

TS-0301-2001

Roll Cage Mount

TS-0301-2002

• Peak Hold/Max Boost Recall function monitors the boost and RPM

4 Port Solenoid

TS-0301-2003

Dual shift light ring - Silver (Requires 2 LED·s)

TS-0301-2006

• The display can be conﬁgured to KPA, Bar or PSI

Dual shift light ring - Black (Requires 2 LED·s)

TS-0301-2007

LED Red -suits shift light rings

TS-0301-2008

LED Green -suits shift light rings

TS-0301-2009

LED Blue -suits shift light rings

TS-0301-2010

LED Orange -suits shift light rings

TS-0301-2011

Microswitch -waterproof with y leads

TS-0301-2012

• Adjustable bar graph display to suit individual needs

40psi Wiring loom kit -also includes all hoses, ttings and clamps

TS-0301-3001

• Programmable audible warning alarm

• High accuracy boost and vacuum display is accurate to within
+/-0.5% of full scale – making the e-Boost2 a perfect Boost Gauge
• Choice of 40 or 60-psi models
• Easy to read segment display - even in direct sunlight

60psi Wiring loom kit -also includes all hoses, ttings and clamps

TS-0301-3002

40psi solenoid kit - includes ttings and mounting bracket

TS-0301-3003

• Advanced short circuit protection

60psi solenoid kit - includes ttings and mounting bracket

TS-0301-3004

• Suitable for panel, gauge pod or pillar mounting

2-5/8” Accessories

• Housing and accessories made out of tough, billet aluminium

Dash Mounting Kit

TS-0301-2013

Roll Cage Mount

TS-0301-2014

4 Port Solenoid

TS-0301-2003

Dual shift light ring - Silver (Requires 2 LED·s)

TS-0301-2017

Dual shift light ring - Black (Requires 2 LED·s)

TS-0301-2018

LED Red -suits shift light rings

TS-0301-2008

LED Green -suits shift light rings

TS-0301-2009

LED Blue -suits shift light rings

TS-0301-2010

LED Orange -suits shift light rings

TS-0301-2011

Microswitch -waterproof with y leads

TS-0301-2012

40psi Wiring loom kit -also includes all hoses, ttings and clamps.

TS-0301-3001

60psi Wiring loom kit -also includes all hoses, ttings and clamps.

TS-0301-3002

e-Boost2 40psi solenoid kit - includes ttings and mounting bracket

TS-0301-3003

e-Boost2 60psi solenoid kit - includes ttings and mounting bracket

TS-0301-3004

• New “Boost On Demand” feature provides instant
overtaking power at your ﬁngertips!

Applications:
Turbosmart’s e-Boost2 is a worthwhile and functional addition to any
turbocharged vehicle. Even with its factory presets in place it offers
vast advantages to the user.
The serious tuners and racers will reap all the beneﬁts from the
array of advanced functions allowing them to custom-tune the boost
for their speciﬁc racing needs.

Dash/Pillar
Mounting Kit

S/R U A

Roll Cage
Mounting Kit

Solenoids
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FUEL PRESSURE REGULATORS

SILICONE HOSES

FPR SERIES

AND CLAMPS

For a complete FPR fitting guide see page 27

WHAT IS A FUEL PRESSURE REGULATOR?
A fuel pressure regulator’s job is to maintain constant fuel pressure
above the intake manifold pressure.

WHEN DO YOU NEED TO INSTALL ONE?

WHY SILICONE?

The installation of performance fuel injectors or a high-ﬂow fuel pump
requires the use of an after-market fuel pressure regulator to allow
pressure adjustments while maintaining a stable base pressure.
They can also be used to maximise a standard fuel system’s ability to
cope with minor power modiﬁcations.

Silicone hoses are stronger, tougher and more ﬂexible than
ordinary rubber hoses.
Turbosmart Silicone Hoses are manufactured from a highgrade silicone and offer superior temperature resistance which
makes them ideal for cooling/heating and charged-air
applications. They will last longer, perform better and will not
deform under extreme conditions.

WHY BUY A TURBOSMART FPR?
All FPR series units are manufactured from billet aluminium and
hand-assembled to ensure maximum precision. Turbosmart FPRs
have been designed to provide smoother and stable fuel pressure
delivery under all load conditions from idle to full throttle and are
suitable for use with both electric and mechanical fuel pumps.

PART No. TS-0401-1001

PART No. TS-0401-1002

Accessories and Spares

Ideal for modified street cars
with up to 800hp fuel systems
using pump fuel. Features 1/8
NPT fittings, 30-70 PSI base
pressure adjustments, 1:1 ratio.
Supplied with a mounting
bracket, vacuum nipple
and a gauge port blank.

Fuel Pressure Gauge -Liquid Filled, 0-100 psi 1/8 NPT Fitting

TS-0402-2023

FPR 800 Replacement Diaphragm Assembly

TS-0401-3001

S/R U

Fuel Fitting Kit 1/8 NPT to -6 AN male

TS-0402-1012

Fuel Fitting Kit -6 AN to 6mm hose tail

TS-0402-1009

Fuel Fitting Kit -6 AN to 8mm hose tail

TS-0402-1010

Fuel Fitting Kit -6 AN to 10mm hose tail NEW

TS-0402-1016

Fuel Fitting Kit -6 AN to -6 AN male

TS-0402-1011

A

Ideal for race cars with up to
1200hp fuel systems.
Features special internals to
handle all types of race fuels.
-6AN fittings, 30-70 PSI base
pressure adjustments,
1:1 ratio. Supplied with a
mounting bracket, vacuum
nipple and a gauge port blank.
PART No. TS-0401-1004

All Turbosmart Silicone Hoses are pressure rated to 220psi.

FPR-800

FPR-1200

PART No. TS-0401-1003

An inexpensive and practical performance modiﬁcation for all
types of vehicles.

S/R U

A

45o ELBOWS

FPR 1200 Replacement Diaphragm Assembly

TS-0401-3002

FPR 2000 and 3000 Replacement Diaphragm Assembly

TS-0401-3003

Fuel Fitting Kit 1/8 NPT to 6mm hose tail

TS-0402-1007

Fuel Fitting Kit 1/8 NPT to 8mm hose tail

TS-0402-1008

Fuel Fitting Kit 1/8 NPT to 10mm hose tail NEW

1.00”(25mm)
1.25”(32mm)
1.50”(38mm)
1.75”(45mm)
2.00”(50mm)
2.25”(57mm)

PART No. TS-0401-1005

PART No. TS-0401-1006

S/R U

1.00”(25mm)
1.25”(32mm)
1.50”(38mm)
1.75”(45mm)
2.00”(50mm)
2.25”(57mm)

Fuel Rail Adapter -Subaru/Nissan/Mazda

TS-0402-1001

Fuel Rail Adapter -Toyota/Subaru

TS-0402-1002

Fuel Rail Adapter -Toyota/Mazda

TS-0402-1003

Fuel Rail Adapter -Honda

TS-0402-1004

Fuel Rail Adapter -Mitsubishi

TS-0402-1005

Fuel Rail Adapter -Audi/VW

TS-0402-1006

Fuel Rail Adapter -Subaru - NEW

TS-0402-1013

Fuel Rail Adapter -Mitsubishi - NEW
For a complete FPR fitting guide see page 27

TS-0402-1014

Ideal for race cars with up to
3000hp fuel systems.
Features special internals to
handle all types of race fuels.
-10AN fittings, 30-70 PSI base
pressure adjustments, 1:1
ratio. Supplied with a mounting
bracket, vacuum nipple, gauge
port blank and a -3AN adapter.
PART No. TS-0401-1007
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SILICONE REDUCERS
2.50”(63mm) TS-HE90250-BE
2.75”(70mm) TS-HE90275-BE
3.00”(76mm) TS-HE90300-BE
3.50”(89mm) TS-HE90350-BE
4.00”(102mm) TS-HE90400-BE

TS-HS100915-BE
TS-HS110915-BE
TS-HS125915-BE
TS-HS150915-BE
TS-HS175915-BE
TS-HS200915-BE
TS-HS225915-BE

1.25-1.75”
1.50-1.75”
1.50-2.00
1.75-2.00”
1.75-2.25”
1.75-3.00”
2.00-2.25”
2.00-2.5”
2.00-2.75”
2.00-3.00”
2.00-3.25”
2.25-2.50”

PRE-CUT

2.50x3.00”(63x75) TS-HS250075-BE
2.75x3.00”(70x75) TS-HS275075-BE
3.00x3.00”(75x75) TS-HS300750-BE
3.25x3.50”(83x90) TS-HS325090-BE
3.50x3.50”(89x90) TS-HS350090-BE
3.75x3.50”(95x90) TS-HS375090-BE
4.00x3.50”(102x90) TS-HS400090-BE

STRAIGHT HOSES
1.00” (25x915)
1.10” (28x915)
1.25” (32x915)
1.50” (38x915)
1.75” (45x915)
2.00” (50x915)
2.25” (57x915)

2.00”(50mm)
2.25”(57mm)
2.50”(63mm)
2.75”(70mm)

TS-HH200-BE
TS-HH225-BE
TS-HH250-BE
TS-HH275-BE

TS-HR225275-BE
TS-HR225300-BE
TS-HR250275-BE
TS-HR250300-BE
TS-HR250325-BE
TS-HR275300-BE
TS-HR275350-BE
TS-HR300350-BE
TS-HR300400-BE
TS-HR325400-BE
TS-HR350375-BE
TS-HR350400-BE

0.12x10’ (3x3) TS-HV0303-BE (blue), -BK (black), -RD (red)
0.16x10’ (4x3) TS-HV0403-BE (blue), -BK (black), -RD (red)
0.20x10’ (5x3) TS-HV0503-BE (blue), -BK (black), -RD (red)
0.24x10’ (6x3) TS-HV0603-BE (blue), -BK (black), -RD (red)
REINFORCED
0.25”x10’ (6.3x3) TS-HV06303-BE (blue)
0.25”x10’ (6.3x3) TS-HV06303-BK (black)

TS-HS250915-BE
TS-HS275915-BE
TS-HS300915-BE
TS-HS325915-BE
TS-HS350915-BE
TS-HS375915-BE
TS-HS400915-BE

HOSE CLAMPS
CONSTANT TENSION MURRAY CLAMPS
TS-HCT-M033
1.125-1.500” (28-38mm)
1.375-1.875” (35-48mm)
TS-HCT-M042
1.625-2.375” (41-60mm)
TS-HCT-M050
TS-HCT-M062
1.970-2.875” (50-73mm)
2.500-3.375” (64-86mm)
TS-HCT-M075
2.750-3.625” (70-92mm)
TS-HCT-M081
TS-HCT-M0100
3.50-4.375” (89-111mm)

REINFORCED HUMP HOSES

-AN to mm Fitting Kit

2.25-2.75”
2.25-3.00”
2.50-2.75”
2.50-3.00”
2.50-3.25”
2.75-3.00 ”
2.75-3.50”
3.00-3.50”
3.00-4.00”
3.25-4.00”
3.50-3.75”
3.50-4.00”

REGULAR

FULL LENGTH (3’)

2.50” (63x915)
2.75” (70x915)
3.00” (76x915)
3.25” (83x915)
3.50” (89x915)
3.75” (95x915)
4.00” (102x915)

TS-HR125175-BE
TS-HR150175-BE
TS-HR150200-BE
TS-HR175200-BE
TS-HR175225-BE
TS-HR175300-BE
TS-HR200225-BE
TS-HR200250-BE
TS-HR200275-BE
TS-HR200300-BE
TS-HR200325-BE
TS-HR225250-BE

VACUUM HOSES (3m packs)

-AN to -AN Fitting Kit

3.00”(76mm) TS-HH300-BE
3.50”(89mm) TS-HH350-BE
4.00”(102mm) TS-HH400-BE

SPRING CLAMPS
0.12” (3mm)
0.20” (5mm)
0.24” (6mm)

TS-HCS-003
TS-HCS-005
TS-HCS-006

NPT to mm Fitting Kit

S

Street
use

S/R

Street or
Race use

R

Race
use

U

Universal
Fit

M

Make or
Model
Speciﬁc

Available
in Sleeper
Series

A

Accessories
available

S

Street
use

S/R
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TS-HT200150-BE
TS-HT225150-BE
TS-HT250150-BE
TS-HT275150-BE
TS-HT300150-BE

All Hose Tees feature a 38mm (1.50”) outlet

STRAIGHT HOSES

Fuel
Pressure
Gauge

Audi, VW,
Ford XR6t
Adapter

TS-HE90100-BE
TS-HE90125-BE
TS-HE90150-BE
TS-HE90175-BE
TS-HE90200-BE
TS-HE90225-BE

1.00x23/8”(25x60) TS-HS100060-BE
1.10x23/8”(28x60) TS-HS110060-BE
1.25x23/8”(32x60) TS-HS125060-BE
1.50x23/8”(38x60) TS-HS150060-BE
1.75x23/8”(45x60) TS-HS175060-BE
2.00x3.00”(50x75) TS-HS200075-BE
2.25x3.00”(57x75) TS-HS225075-BE

A

FPR-3000

Suits 2.00” (50mm) plumbing
Suits 2.25” (57mm) plumbing
Suits 2.50” (63.5mm) plumbing
Suits 2.75” (70mm) plumbing
Suits 3.00” (76mm) plumbing

90o ELBOWS

Please Note: Kits are supplied with 3 hose ttings and blanking plug in the specied size

Fuel
Rail
Adapters

SILICONE HOSE TEES
2.50”(63mm) TS-HE45250-BE
2.75”(70mm) TS-HE45275-BE
3.00”(76mm) TS-HE45300-BE
3.50”(89mm) TS-HE45350-BE
4.00”(102mm) TS-HE45400-BE

TS-0402-1015

FPR-2000
Ideal for race cars with up to
2000hp fuel systems.
Features special internals to
handle all types of race fuels.
-8AN fittings, 30-70 PSI base
pressure adjustments, 1:1
ratio. Supplied with a mounting
bracket, vacuum nipple, gauge
port blank and a -3AN adapter.

TS-HE45100-BE
TS-HE45125-BE
TS-HE45150-BE
TS-HE45175-BE
TS-HE45200-BE
TS-HE45225-BE

Street or
Race use

R

Race
use

U

Universal
Fit

M

Make or
Model
Speciﬁc

Available
in Sleeper
Series

A

Accessories
available
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FUEL CUT DEFENDERS

MERCHANDISE

PNEUMATIC & ELECTRONIC

POINT OF SALE & PROMOTIONS

Merchandise

WHEN DO YOU NEED
A FUEL CUT DEFENDER?
Most late model cars have in-built defence mechanisms to
guard against increases in boost pressure. Such systems
are important, but can be an obstacle when increasing boost
pressure.
A Turbosmart FCD will allow boost pressure to be increased
above the factory level and prevent momentary shutdown of
the fuel injection system.

FCD-1 (pneumatic)

FCD-2 (electronic)

Allows for an accurate increase in the
factory fuel cut-out level without the
need for cutting/splicing wires or affecting off-boost conditions. Suited to most
turbo cars using a MAP sensor.

The FCD2 alters the output of a factory
5V MAP Sensor or AFM at an adjustable
level to accurately raise the factory fuel
cut point.
Features LED indicators for easy setup.
Adjustable release feature ensures you
retain the safety of having a fuel cut to
protect your engine from over boosting.

Can be locked to prevent tampering.
To be used in conjunction with a
Turbosmart Boost Controller.

PART NUMBER: TS-0303-1001

PART NUMBER: TS-0303-1002

TS-9002-1001
TS-9003-1010
TS-9003-1011
TS-9003-1012
TS-9003-1013
TS-9003-1014
TS-9003-1015
TS-9003-1016
TS-9003-1017
TS-9004-1001
TS-9004-1002
TS-9004-1003
TS-9004-1004
TS-9004-1005
TS-9004-1006
TS-9005-1001
TS-9005-1002
TS-9005-1003
TS-9005-1004
TS-9005-1005
TS-9006-1004
TS-9006-1001
TS-9006-1002
TS-9007-1001
TS-9007-1002
TS-9007-1003
TS-9007-1004
TS-9007-1005
TS-9007-1014

Turbosmart Product Catalogue
Turbosmart Product Trifold
Product Information Leaet - eBoost2
Product Information Leaet - Race Port
Product Information Leaet - Wastegates
Product Information Leaet - FPR range
Boost-Tee Display Stand
Fuel Pressure Gauge Display Stand
Silicone Hose ID Gauge

TS-9010-1001
TS-9010-1002
TS-9010-1003
TS-9010-1004
TS-9010-1005
TS-9010-1006
TS-9001-1003
TS-0901-1005
TS-0901-1006

Point of Sale

To be used in conjunction with a
Turbosmart boost controller.

S/R U

Flexit Cap (Printed and Embroidered)
T-Shirt (screen printed front and back) XS
T-Shirt (screen printed front and back) S
T-Shirt (screen printed front and back) M
T-Shirt (screen printed front and back) L
T-Shirt (screen printed front and back) XL
T-Shirt (screen printed front and back) 2XL
T-Shirt (screen printed front and back) 3XL
T-Shirt (screen printed front and back) 4XL
Polo Shirt (embroidered) S
Polo Shirt (embroidered) M
Polo Shirt (embroidered) L
Polo Shirt (embroidered) XL
Polo Shirt (embroidered) 2XL
Polo Shirt (embroidered) 3XL
Team Jacket (embroidered, incl. zip-out vest) S
Team Jacket (embroidered, incl. zip-out vest) M
Team Jacket (embroidered, incl. zip-out vest) L
Team Jacket (embroidered, incl. zip-out vest) XL
Team Jacket (embroidered, incl. zip-out vest) 2XL
Keyring - Metal Logo
Keyring - Billet Vee Port
Keyring - Billet Supersonic
Turbosmart logo sticker - Colour 180x55mm
Turbosmart logo sticker - B/W 350x100mm
Turbosmart logo sticker - B/W 600x170mm
Turbosmart logo sticker - B/W 1000x300mm
Turbosmart Authorized Dealer Sticker
Turbssmart Race Suit Patch

S/R U

ACCESSORIES

MAKE-SPECIFIC OIL CAPS

Made from billet aluminum and available in three anodized
colours, Turbosmart Oil Caps are an inexpensive and functional addition to any engine bay.

Oil Cap Fitting Guide

OIL CAPS
Turbosmart Oil Caps feature a unique two-piece construction
with an ergonomically-designed top piece.
The Turbosmart Oil Caps come in three anodised colours (as
pictured) and are available to suit most popular makes.
See the panel on the right for fitting guide.
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Ford/Mazda -Silver -Most late models

FG-OIL-0101

Ford/Mazda -Blue -Most late models

FG-OIL-0102

Ford/Mazda -Red -Most late models

FG-OIL-0103

Toyota -Silver -Most late models

FG-OIL-0201

Toyota -Blue -Most late models

FG-OIL-0202

Toyota -Red -Most late models

FG-OIL-0203

Nissan/Honda -Silver -Most late models

FG-OIL-0301

Nissan/Honda -Blue -Most late models

FG-OIL-0302

Nissan/Honda -Red -Most late models

FG-OIL-0303

Subaru -Silver -Most late models

FG-OIL-0401

Subaru -Blue -Most late models

FG-OIL-0402

Subaru -Red -Most late models

FG-OIL-0403

Holden/Chev -Silver -Most late models

FG-OIL-0501

Holden/Chev -Blue -Most late models

FG-OIL-0502

Holden/Chev -Red -Most late models

FG-OIL-0503
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TESTIMONIALS

TESTIMONIALS

WHAT THE USERS SAY

WHAT THE USERS SAY

“Turbosmart products are at
the top of their game and we’d recommend
them to anyone.

“At the level of racing we are at,
we can’t afford to settle for second-best.
Turbosmart has always been there for us.”

They receive a consistant
5/5 rating in the Scooby Clinic polls”

Rocky Rehayem
PAC Racing, Sydney, Australia
5-time, back-to-back Australian Sport Compact Champions

Kevin Knight
Scooby Clinic

“Turbosmart products meet our high
standard of quality. All the products have
performed exceptionally and have been
faultless to this day on my own car and all
my customers cars.”

“Turbosmart products have the precision
and quality we look for in our street and
race applications.”
Mike Murillo

8-times World Outlaw Champion

Murillo Motorsports, Texas, USA

Aaron Gregory
In Tune Performance

“Quality, innovation, reliability and support.
These are the things that are important
to me and my customers. These are the
things that make Turbosmart my choice for
turbo-related products.”

“When striving to deliver the best turbo kits
possible – Turbosmart’s precision-built
products are the obvious choice.”
Rocky Jnr Young
Boondocker Performance

Marty Staggs
Owner/Driver of the World’s Quickest
and Fastest Air-Cooled Altered

M-spec Motorsports, California, USA
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TURBOCHARGING BASICS

TURBOCHARGING BASICS

What is a turbocharger
Wastegates - True or False
The more powerful the engine, the bigger the
wastegate you need.
False. This is one of the more popular misconceptions. A wastegate is possibly the only component
in your whole engine package that can actually be
made smaller as you increase your boost/horsepower
output. Use this simple guide:
Big Turbo/Low Boost = Bigger Wastegate
Big Turbo/High Boost = Smaller Wastegate
Small Turbo/High Boost = Smaller Wastegate
Small Turbo/Low Boost = Bigger Wastegate
Wastegates don’t operate in high temperatures.
False. Contrary to the popular belief, external
wastegates are usually mounted at the hottest part of
the exhaust. It’s the place where all the exhaust gases
meet, creating extra heat. This, combined with the
late combustion of unburnt fuel (due to rich mixtures,
retarded timing and high octane fuels) significantly
raises the exhaust temperature.
Larger wastegate valve diameter = better ow.
True – sort of. While the valve diameter is without a
doubt an important part of the flow rate, equally important, but often misunderstood, is the importance
of the flow path. When comparing wastegates with
similar valve size, it is important to have a balanced
body/valve/spring combination that is designed to
work together to allow for maximum boost control.
All Turbosmart wastegates are designed with this in
mind.

BOVs True or False
BOVs are only for high performance cars
False. All turbo-charged cars can benefit from having
a BOV installed, both as a performance modification,
and to prolong the life of the turbo.
BOVs don’t work on automatic cars
False. All the benefits of a Blow-off valve still apply to
cars with an auto transmission. Getting on and off the
gas pedal has the same effect on turbo lag regardless
of the transmission type.
Bigger is always better
There are two factors that will determine the type and
size of a BOV for your car.
1. Boost/Horsepower. The higher the boost/horsepower combination, the higher flowing BOV will be
required.
2. Engine type. Engines with a restrictive layout will
only accommodate a small BOV, or BOVs specifically
made for that particular engine.
“Flutter” is bad for the turbo
True! The “flutter” occurs when upon shutting the
throttle, air caught between the turbo and the shut
throttle. The consequent back pressure forces the air
back through the turbine blades. This process, more
commonly called “cavitation” places enormous loads
on the turbo and can lead to premature wear of the
turbo bearings and other load-bearing components.
The cavitation or “flutter” can be fixed by either fitting
a blow-off valve onto a system that hasn’t got one,
or making sure the blow-off valve is matched to the
output of the turbo and is not working outside its
flow capacity and ensuring the blow-off valve is set
up correctly. In short, this “flutter” no matter how
nice it may sound, is a sign of a problem, and if left
uncorrected, might result in a rather expensive turbo
rebuild.
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A turbocharger is an air compressor driven by
exhaust gases.

How a turbocharger works
By forcing air into the engine, a turbocharger
increases the volumetric efficiency of the engine
allowing for an increase in the amount of fuel that
can be burnt. More air and more fuel results in
more power.
A typical turbocharger is divided in to two parts
– the hot (exhaust) part and the cold (air pump)
part. The main part of the exhaust side is the
turbine. Powered by the exhaust gases from the
engine the turbine can spin at speeds of up to
200,000rpm. It is connected via a shaft to the Air
Pump, which spins at the same speed, compressing the air into the intake, creating Boost Pressure.
An average turbocharger, with a 6-8psi boost can
provide up to 40% increase in power.

Turbocharger vs Supercharger
Turbocharging and supercharging are two different
methods of increasing the power output of an
engine through forced induction.
Superchargers create boost via a step-up mechanism (gears, belts or pulleys) connected to the engine drive belt, drawing its power from the crank.
The boost delivery is directly linked to the engine
speed, increasing and decreasing with the engine
RPM, for example a 12psi centrifugal supercharger
kit might produce 12psi at 7000rpm but only 2psi
at 2000rpm.
Because superchargers are powered directly by
the engine crank, they need engine power to create
boost, the power lost to run a supercharger can be
up to 10-20%. Boost adjustment involves changing
the gears or pullies to alter the rpm ratio. The main
advantage of centrifugal superchargers is the ease
of install, while the benefit of a positive diplacement
supercharger lies in its immediate boost response.
Turbochargers create boost using the engine
exhaust gases’ flow and heat as their power
source. The boost is not available immediately, like
in superchargers, but a properly sized turbo will
spool up quickly and provide full boost at a much
lower RPM than a centrifugal supercharger.
The fact that turbochargers develop their power
from waste energy is their main advantage Another
is their versatility; the boost pressure can be
adjusted on the fly through a boost controller giving the driver full control over how, how much and
when the boost is used.
Upgrading a turbocharger is also a much simpler
proposition, most turbo components, including the
compressor itself are available as bolt-ons.

What is a wastegate
Internal or external, a wastegate is a boost-controlling device that operates by limiting exhaust gases
going through the turbocharger, controlling the
maximum boost pressure produced by the turbocharger itself. A wastegate consists of an inlet and
outlet port, a valve and a pressure actuator.

How a wastegate works
A pressure actuator, controlled by boost pressure
determines whether the wastegate is open or shut.
In its resting position, a wastegate is shut, and as
the boost pressure builds, force is applied to the
actuator. When the boost pressure exceeds the
spring value, the actuator will progressively open
the wastegate, bypassing some of the exhaust
gases therefore maintaining the boost pressure at
the set level. To put it simply – a wastegate pre-

vents the boost pressure from climbing indefinitely
and consequently blowing the engine.

When is an external wastegate needed
Most of the factory turbo systems feature an internal wastegate made to handle stock boost levels.
The most common reason for investing in an
external wastegate is fitting an after-market turbo
or better control of the boost and consequently the
power output of your engine. Additionally, most
large frame turbochargers are not equipped with
internal wastegate systems.
Most tuners will recommend an external wastegate
for any engine producing 400hp or more, as
running high boost through a factory internal
wastegate can overpower the actuator spring,
limiting maximum boost level. Aftermarket external
wastegates feature bigger inlet and outlet ports,
higher pressure springs and bigger actuator diaphragms to effectively control high boost pressure.

What is a Blow-Off Valve
A blow off valve, also referred to as a dump,
bypass, or a pop off valve, is a vacuum-activated
pressure relief valve. A typical BOV consists of
an inlet and outlet port, a piston, a spring and a
vacuum connection point.

What a BOV does
A BOVs’ function is to release excess boost
pressure from the intake system when the throttle
is closed. A perfect example of this is during
on boost gear changes. Without a BOV, upon
shutting the throttle, the pressurised air caught
between the free-spinning turbo and the shut
throttle is forced back through the turbine blades,
this, in turn, forces the turbine to slow down or
stall. This phenomenon is often referred to as
“compressor surge” or “cavitation” and it places
undue load on the turbocharger bearings, significantly shortening the lifespan of the turbo or even
causing serious damage.
The secondary function of a BOV is to reduce the
“turbo lag” effect between gear changes. Without
a BOV, the compressor surge slows the turbine
down, which then takes longer to spool up again
when the throttle is opened. With a BOV, the
excess boost pressure is released, keeping the
turbine spinning and thus reducing the turbo lag
effect.

How a BOV works
A BOV is usually mounted on the intercooler
pipework between the turbocharger compressor
and the throttle body, ideally on the throttle body
side of the intercooler. A vacuum line connects the
upper chamber of the BOV with a vacuum/boost
source from the intake manifold. In its resting
position, a spring holds the piston shut against the
intake port.
Under boost with the throttle open, the blow-off
valve remains shut. Upon shutting the throttle, vacuum is created in the inlet manifold, this vacuum
combined with the pressure in the intercooler pipe
forces the piston to open, releasing excess boost
pressure in the intake system.

Different types of BOVs
There are two main types of BOVs; atmospheric
(or VTA – vent to atmosphere) and recirculating
(Plumb Back). The difference between the two
types is in how they dispose of the vented boost
pressure. Atmospheric BOVs vent the excess boost
pressure out of the system into the atmosphere
– hence the “atmospheric” name. These BOVs
usually produce the much sought-after “whoosh”

sound. The recirculating or “Plumb-back” type
BOVs vents the pressure back into the intake
system before the turbocharger inlet. They are
practically silent compared to their atmospheric
counterparts and are recommended for applications where the car needs to comply with noise
or emission restrictions. They are also a good
choice for off-road or rally applications where a
sealed BOV system offers superior reliability and
protection against damage caused by dirt, mud,
sand etc. Turbosmart’s Dual Port is a combination
of the two – equipped with both a trumpet and a
plumb-back attachment giving the user a choice of
three BOV options: atmo, plumback, or both. The
staged ports on these BOVs make them an ideal
choice for vehicles with sensitive air flow metered
management systems.

How a boost controller works
A boost controller controls the amount of manifold
pressure by changing the amount of pressure
going to the wastegate. A boost controller limits
the supply of boost pressure to the wastegate
actuator. For example; if you wish to increase your
boost pressure above your standard wastegate
actuator pressure (typically 7psi), the boost controller must acurately modify the pressure signal
the wastegate actuator receives by venting an
adjustable amount of pressure, forcing the turbo to
produce the new, increased boost level.
There are two types of boost controllers; mechanical and electronic. Mechanical (gated) boost
controllers offer up to two boost settings set by
the driver and controlled via a switch. They are
easy to fit, simple in operation and require little
maintenance.
Electronic boost controllers are a far more
sophisticated solution offering a host of boost
settings mapped against different triggers like gear
change, time, rpm or a manual switch. Electronic
boost controllers require a higher level of technical
knowledge to be fitted but offer a greater flexibility
and countless features.

What is an Fual Pressure Regulator?
A FPR (fuel pressure regulator) is a device which
controls the pressure of fuel supplied to the fuel
injectors of your engine. The FPR controls the fuel
pressure supplied to the injectors by returning a
portion of the fuel provided to the rail by the pump
to the fuel tank.

How does it work?
The FPR maintains constant fuel pressure by using
a spring and valve to control the return of fuel
through an orifice. The spring force applied on
the valve will determine the base fuel pressure at
zero manifold pressure. The top of the valve has
manifold pressure acting on it while the bottom
of the valve has fuel pressure acting on it. As the
manifold pressure increases, the fuel pressure
increases to maintain a pressure ratio between the
inlet manifold and the fuel pressure.

What is the pressure ratio?
The pressure ratio is the ratio between the inlet
manifold and the fuel pressure. For fuel to be
sprayed into the combustion chamber, there must
a pressure difference between the inlet of the injector and the outlet of the injector. Different injectors
will only actuate in their designed pressure rating.
The Turbosmart FPR series are designed to have
a pressure ratio of 1:1. For every 1 PSI increase
in boost pressure, there is a 1 PSI increase in fuel
pressure. This maintains the pressure differential
between the inlet manifold and the fuel source.

www.TURBOSMARTONLINE.com

Flow capabilities: The FPR must be able to flow
enough fuel from the fuel pump to keep the fuel
pressure in the working range of the fuel injectors.
This is especially important on cars equipped with
mechanical pumps as it is common to see the engine RPM high while the engine is not consuming
high amounts of fuel e.g. a drag car at the end of a
run will back off the throttle but the engine RPM is
still very high. If the FPR cannot flow enough fuel,
the pressure will increase dramatically which can
result in a fuel system malfunction. Turbosmart
FPR’s are capable of flowing enough fuel for engines producing the amount of horsepower stated
in the series, e.g FPR3000 = 3000 HP.
Fuel compatibility: With a wide variety of high
octane fuels on the market, it is important that the
diaphragm in the FPR is able to withstand the fuel
provided to the engine. The FPR800 is designed
to be suitable for street cars running pump gas
or leaded race fuels. The FPR1200 – FPR3000 are
designed to handle all types of fuel which makes it
suitable for race cars.
Stable pressure ratio: Make sure when choosing
an FPR that the product increases fuel pressure at
its design ratio, i.e. a FPR with a 1:1 ratio increases
fuel pressure by 1 PSI for every 1 PSI of boost
pressure.

E-Boost 2
Simple Setup guide
1) Set the SP Value: The SP value determines the
duty cycle the solenoid will operate at when the
gate pressure is reached. This is a value between
0 – 99. The larger the value, the higher the duty
cycle, the more air the solenoid will bleed off
from signal to the wastegate, the more boost
the turbocharger will produce. Start the setup by
increasing the SP value to 10. Bring the car onto
boost and see what the maximum boost pressure
is. Increase the values in increments of 10 until the
boost achieved is close to the value desired. Then
increase or decrease the SP value in small increments until the desired boost level is achieved.
The SP value can also be adjusted while the car is
on boost however, instead of the SP value being
shown, the boost pressure will be displayed.
2) Gate pressure setup: The gate pressure is the
pressure at which boost pressure begins to act on
the wastegate. This changes the response of the
turbocharger and the rate at which boost increases
to the desired boost pressure. The gate pressure will always be lower than the desired boost
pressure as the wastegate needs time to open and
control the flow of exhaust gas. Start by setting
the gate pressure 5 PSI below the boost pressure
achieved with the corresponding SP value. Bring
the car onto boost and check whether there is a
boost spike. If there is no boost spike and you
want to increase the response of the turbocharger
you can increase the gate pressure until you get a
spike, then reduce the gate pressure until the spike
is gone. Alternatively, you can lower the gate pressure to change the ramp rate of boost. This can
be used in situations where the rise in boost is too
aggressive and causes undesirable wheel spin.
3) Sensitivity setup: The sensitivity is how sensitive the E-Boost 2 is to changes in the boost curve.
Under normal circumstances, the sensitivity is left
at the factory set level of 20. If your boost curve is
wavy through the rev range, change the sensitivity
to 15. If your boost curve drops off at the end of
the rev range, change the sensitivity to 25.

EMI (Eletromagnetic Interference) and
RFI (Radio Frequency Interference)
There seems to be a cloud of mystique surrounding
the EMI issue, with some people calling it a fantasy
and others blaming it for all of their car’s ills.
The truth is, while EMI may not be the source of all
evil, it is very real and it does have an adverse effect
on sensitive electronic devices.
The source of EMI is any object that carries rapidly
changing electrical currents, in cars, the most common source of EMI is an aftermarket ignition system.
It is a proven fact that the ignition system, especially
solid core plug wires can transmit EMI into the
vehicle’s electrical system causing erratic behaviour
in electronic devices like ECUs or electronic boost
controllers.
Solutions
The first and the most important step in reducing EMI
is to follow the ignition system installation instructions EXACTLY to ensure all the electronic devices
are wired properly. Using helically wound spark plug
wires can reduce EMI transmission as does shielding
any sensitive electronic devices and their wiring, but
the simplest and often most effective way of avoiding
EMI is careful planning and routing of the entire ignition system away from all other wiring.
Aftermarket ignition systems, especially CDI, can
create large amounts of electrical noise. Noise filters
such as the MSD noise capacitor (#8830) can be
wired into the power supply of the ignition system
to eliminate large voltage fluctuations in the vehicles
electrical system.
Connecting the ground wires of the E-Boost2 directly
to the negative terminal of the car battery can also
reduce the effects of EMI. This is especially important
when the battery has been relocated to the boot or
trunk of the vehicle.
Installing diodes into the ground wires of the E-Boost2
loom can effectively reduce the risk of EMI affecting
the functionality of the E-Boost2. The diodes will
restrict the flow of current in one direction.
The diodes only need to be installed on the ground
wires that are being used e.g. diodes only need to
be placed on the trigger wires if external triggering
is used.
The diodes need to be wired in so that the flow of
current is away from the head unit, i.e. the cathode
is away from the head unit (As per wiring diagram).
The diode models that can be used are 1N4001 or
1N4002.
Use only resistor type relays when connecting the
E-Boost2 to an auxiliary device. Normal relays can
cause voltage spikes to the E-Boost2.

Repeat these steps in all of the boost groups you
have selected.
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TECHNICAL LIBRARY
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

A vast majority of product-related problems are due to incorrect fitting or setup. Turbosmart recommends
that you get your products fitted and tuned by a qualified technician. If you choose to fit and set the product
up yourself, ensure you have all the necessary tools and technical knowledge required to perform this task.

I’m experiencing excessive/uctuating boost with the Boost Tee.
(The following answers also apply to Dual and Single Stage Boost Controllers)

• Check that the boost controller is installed so that the arrow points
toward the wastegate actuator.
• Check the joining hoses for splits, cracks or loose connection and are
the correct size for the application
• Check to see if the boost controller is blocked or contaminated with dirt
or debris
The excessive/uctuating boost is still occuring...
• Ensure that there is nothing but the boost controller in the hose
between the pressure source and the wastegate actuator, ie tee pieces for
boost gauge or to factory boost solenoid.
The excessive/uctuating boost is still occuring...
• Pressure test the wastegate actuator for leakage, the diaphragm or
housing may be cracked or split
• Check that the wastegate is operating correctly
Can I t and set the e-Boost2 up myself?
e-Boost2 is a fully featured programmable electronic device. Turbosmart
recommends that you use a reputable, qualified technician to install and
tune it for you. If you are a competent, technically-savvy DIY installer, we
suggest you carefully read and follow the instructions included with the
unit.
After installing the e-Boost2 my engine is over-boosting/underboosting.
• Check that the e-Boost solenoid is installed correctly.
• Ensure the factory boost control solenoid is not connected in the hose
between the pressure source and the waste gate actuator
• Ensure the length of the waste gate actuator rod has not been modified,
refer to the manufactures specifications.
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If the over/under/irregular boost is still occurring...
• Check to see if the e-Boost solenoid is not blocked or contaminated
with dirt, oil build up or debris
• Check the joining hoses for splits, cracks or loose connections and
ensure they are not blocked, kinked or restricted, particularly if the
existing hose was reused
• Pressure test the waste gate actuator for leakage, the diaphragm or
housing may be cracked or split
If the over/under/ irregular boost is still occurring...
• Ensure the smooth and free operation of the waste gate arm in the
turbo exhaust housing.
• Check that the hose between the e-Boost and the inlet manifold is not
obstructed, broken or kinked.
• Check that the OBS is set higher than the boost pressure you are
aiming for.
• Check the Blow-off Valve for leakage, some are used as over-boost
valves
If the over/under/ irregular boost is still occurring...
• Gate pressure maybe set too close to your actual boost pressure
– ensure correct sensitivity setting.
Can I install a Fuel Pressure Regulator myself?
While a fuel pressure regulator can be fitted relatively easily, Turbosmart
recommends its FPRs are fitted and tuned by a qualified technicians as
an incorrect setting of fuel pressure may cause your engine to run lean
with the potential for detonation.
NOTE: After fitting as FPR, Air-Fuel ratios must be checked.
How do I adjust the base pressure on the FPR?
Turning the screw clockwise will increase your base pressure and

TECHNICAL LIBRARY
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

anti-clockwise will decrease base pressure. Ensure that when setting the
base pressure the vacuum hose is disconnected and blocked and that the
reference nipple is open to atmosphere.
I’ve installed a Supersonic BOV and now my engine is dipping below
normal idle and stalling.
• Check the vacuum hose for splits, cracks, loose connection, kinking or
any obstruction – old or fatigued hose may collapse under vacuum causing
an obstruction
• With the engine running remove the vacuum / pressure hose from the
nipple in the cap of the BOV, there should a loud hissing sound. The engine
should idle poorly, double check by covering the end of the hose with your
finger. If this does not occur, the hose could be blocked or crimped. Check
the hose and replace if necessary.
If the stalling dipping idle is still occurring...
• Ensure that the vacuum/pressure source is not shared and that the
vacuum source is directly from the inlet manifold
• Check the seal between the adapter and the Race Port – ensure that there
is no gap between the BOV base and the weld flange
• Check the join between the adapter and the intercooler pipe for leaking .
I’ve installed a Vee-Port in my car and despite tuning the car still stalls.
Some cars with sensitive Air Flow Meters will not respond well to atmospheric Blow-Off Valve. Turbosmart recommends fitting a bypass-type BOV
like the Plumb Back. Fitting a bypass-type BOV will eliminate the stalling
problem.
Can I convert my Kompact Series Dual Port to a bypass valve?
Yes, you can convert your Dual Port to either Supersonic (fully atmo) or
Plumback (fully bypass). All you need is a blanking plug which is screwed
in to replace either the trumpet (for bypass conversion) or the plumback
outlet (for atmo conversion).
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I’ve accidentally zero’d all the dials on my FCD2.
What are the factory settings on this product?
Factory setting for an FCD2 are: Clamp=10, Release=10.
Will tting an external Wastegate require any custom fabrication?
Yes, fitting an external wastege will require fabrication of a custom manifold and or modification to an exhaust manifold.
Why is it important to check the Air-Fuel ratio while setting the desired
boost pressure?
Any increase in boost pressure can cause the engine to run “LEAN”, resulting in possible engine damage.
Do I need two wastegates if I’m runing a twin-turbo setup?
In most cases,yes. Having two separate wastegates for each turbocharger
will make it easier to develop the exhaust manifold for the system and
increase the control capabilities of the wastegates.
I’ve lost my instructions disc, where can I get the latest instructions?
All the lastest Fitting Instructions and Technical Upadtes are available from
downloading from the “INSTRUCTIONS” section of our website:
www.TURBOSMARTONLINE.com.
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Can I reduce the amount of noise by rotating the cap on my Supersonic?
Rotating the cap does not reduce the amount of noise the BOV makes. It
is used to adjust the spring tension on the piston to keep the valve closed
during idle. Making the spring tension too high will reduce the response of
the BOV which will cause compressor surge.
The dials on my FCD2 do not go all the way around.
The adjustment dials do not turn 360O, they start at 1 and finish at 10. Do
not force them past these points as this will damage your FCD2.
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FITTING GUIDES

FITTING GUIDES

BLOW-OFF VALVES

BOVS cont.

MAKE

MODEL

SERIES

KTDP

KTPB

BOV ADAPTER

Audi

A3 -1.8T

All

25

25

Not Required

Audi

S3 -1.8T

All

BOV1

VP

SS

25

25

Not Required

Audi

A4 -1.8T

All

25

25

Not Required

Audi

A6 -1.8T

All

25

25

Not Required

Audi

TT -1.8T

All

25

25

Not Required

Audi

Allroad -2.7TT

All

Audi

RS4 -2.7TT

All

Citroen

XM 2.0L

All

25

25

25

Not Required

Fiat

UnoMk1

All

25

25

25

Not Required

Fiat

UnoMk2

All

25

25

25

Fiat

Punto GT

All

25

25

Fiat

Coupe 16 / 20V

All

25

25

Ford

Focus RS

02 - on

25

25

Ford

Sierra Cosworth 2WD & 4WD

All

25

25

Ford

TX3 Laser

All

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

02 - 08

MS

DP

PB

KTSS

Subaru

Legacy Twin Turbo

All

1

Subaru

Liberty/Legacy B4, Twin Turbo

Series

1

SS

MS

DP

PB

KTSS

1

FG-BOV-KTDPV6

Toyota

MR2 Turbo

All

1

1

1

Toyota

Soarer 2.5L Twin Turbo

All

1

1

1

Toyota

Supra Twin Turbo

JZA80

1

1

1

Not Required

Volvo

440/480/740

All

25

Not Required

VW

Beetle 1.8T

25

Not Required

VW

Golf 1.8T

25

Not Required

VW

25

Not Required
FG-ADA-HO19 (Not Required with KS)

25

25

25

FG-ADM-XR6

All

25

25

25

Not Required

Lancia

1.6L Delta HF

All

25

25

25

Not Required

Mazda

323 Familia 2WD & 4WD

All

Mazda

MX5 SE

04 on

Mazda

RX7- S4 & S5

All

Mazda

RX7- S6 Twin turbo

All

Mazda

Mazdaspeed (MPS) 3, 6, CX7

All

Mitsubishi

Galant VR4

All

Mitsubishi

Lancer GSR Evolution 7, 8, 9

All

Mitsubishi

Lancer GSR Evolution 1, 2, 3, 5

All

Mitsubishi

Lancer Evolution 10

All

Mitsubishi

Eclipse Gen 1 Talon / Plymouth

89-94

1

1

FG-ADM-ECL1

Mitsubishi

Eclipse Gen 2 Talon / Plymouth

95-99

1

1

FG-ADM-ECL2

Nissan

Bluebird 4WD

All

1

1

FG-ADM-R32

Nissan

Pulsar GTiR

All

1

1

Nissan

180SX, Silvia CA18 S13

All

1

1

FG-ADM-180SXCA

Nissan

180SX, Silvia SR20 S13

All

1

1

FG-ADA-180SXSR

Nissan

200SX S14 & S15

All

1

1

1

Nissan

300ZX Single Turbo

Z31

1

1

1

Nissan

300ZX Twin Turbo

Z32

1

1

Nissan

Skyline R32 GTS-T

All

1

1

1

FG-ADM-R32 (BOV 3)

Nissan

Skyline R33/34 GTS-T

All

1

1

1

FG-ADM-R33 (BOV 3)

Nissan

Skyline R33 GTS-T, R34 GT-T

All

1

20
20

FG-ADA-HO19 (Not Required with KS)
20

20

1

1

FG-ADM-LBB4

1

FG-ADA-WA38
29

29

FG-ADM-MR2
FG-ADM-SOARER
FG-ADM-SUPRA
25

25

25

Not Required

99 on

25

25

Not Required

96 on

25

25

Not Required

Jetta 1.8T

00 on

25

25

VW

Passat1.8T

98 on

25

25

Not Required

VW

Bora 1.8T

All

25

25

Not Required

20

FG-ADA-HO19 (Not Required with KS)

1

FG-ADA-HO19 x2
TS-0205-1009/1010
1

FG-ADM-R32
FG-BOV-EVODP

1

FG-ADA-HO34
TS-0205-1020

29

29

FG-ADM-GTIR

FG-ADM-200SX
29

29

FG-ADA-SS38 (Supplied with BOV
FG-ADM-300ZX

29

29

TS-0205-1026
FG-ADM-R33 (BOV3)

These tables contain Turbosmart’s recommendations for product selection and
should be used as a guide only. These recommendations are to ensure a straight
forward installation based on the engine being free of modiﬁcations. The information
provided is accurate at the time of printing and may vary at any time.

FITTING GUIDES
FCD & FPR

FUEL CUT DEFENDER FITTING GUIDE
MAKE

MODEL

YEAR

Mazda

MX6 & 626

All

Mazda

RX7- S4 & S5

All

1

1

Mazda

RX7- S6 Twin turbo

All

1

1

Saab

FG-FCD-001

FG-FCD-002
1

9000

86-98

1

1

Saab

93

99-01

1

1

Subaru

Impreza WRX & Sti

94-10/00

1

1

Subaru

Impreza WRX & Sti

11/00-05

1

Subaru

Forester GT

98-02

1

1

Subaru

Liberty RS, Legacy Single Turbo

All

1

1

Subaru

Legacy Twin Turbo

All

1

1

Toyota

Celica GT4, ST185 & ST205

All

1

Toyota

MR2 Turbo

All

1

1

Toyota

Soarer 2.5L Twin Turbo

All

1

1

Toyota

Starlet GT

All

1

1

Toyota

Supra Twin Turbo JZA80

All

1

1

1

TS-0205-1026
Skyline R32 - R34 GTR

All

2 x TS-0205-1026

R35 GTR

All

2 x TS-0205-1026

Peugeot

406 SRi

All

Peugeot

605 SRTi

All

25

25

25

Not Required

Porsche

911 (964 engine)

89 on

25

25

25

Not Required

Porsche

944

All

25

25

25

Not Required

Renault

21 & 4*4

All

25

25

25

Not Required

Saab

900 Turbo

86 on

25

25

25

Not Required

Saab

9000

86-98

25

25

25

Not Required

Saab

93

99-01

25

25

25

Not Required

Saab

95

All

25

25

25

Not Required

Smart

Fortwo

All

Subaru

Impreza WRX & Sti

7/97-7/98

1

1

1

34

34

FG-ADM-MY98

Subaru

Impreza WRX & Sti

8/98-10/00

1

1

1

29

29

FG-ADM-MY99

Subaru

Impreza WRX & Sti

11/00-07

25

1

25

25

Not Required

FG-ADM-SMART

FG-BOV-WRXDP
FG-BOV-WRXSS
FG-BOV-WRXPB
FG-BOV-WRXVP

08-current

TS-0205-1009
TS-0205-1010

Subaru

Impreza WRX Sti

08-current

Subaru

Forester GT

98-00

1

1

29

29

FG-ADM-FRST98

Subaru

Forester GT

01-02

1

1

29

29

FG-ADM-FRST20

Subaru

Forester XT

03-04

1

1

29

29

FG-ADM-FRST25

Subaru

Forester XT

05-07

TS-0205-1015

FG-BOV-WRXDP
FG-BOV-WRXSS
FG-BOV-WRXPB
FG-BOV-WRXVP

FUEL RAIL ADAPTER FITTING GUIDE
MAKE

MODEL/ENGINE

Mazda

13BREW = FD3S RX7 Series 6

TS-0402-1001

Mazda

13B = RX7 Series 4

TS-0402-1003

Mitsubishi

4G63 = Evo 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

TS-0402-1005

Mitsubishi

4B11T = EVO 10

TS-0402-1014

Nissan

SR20DET = S13, S14, S15 SILVIA

Nissan

RB26DETT = BNR32, BNR33, BNR34 GTR

TS-0402-1001

Nissan

RB25DET = HCR32, ECR33, ER34 SKYLINE

TS-0402-1001

Subaru

EJ20 = GC8 WRX before Bug Eye

TS-0402-1001

Subaru

EJ25 = WRX 08” Onwards (Not STI)

TS-0402-1001

Subaru

EJ25 = Liberty 05” Onwards

TS-0402-1001

Subaru

EJ25 = Forester 08” Onwards

TS-0402-1001

Subaru

EJ20 = GDA WRX Bug Eye onwards

TS-0402-1002

Subaru

EJ25 = WRX STI 08”

TS-0402-1013

Toyota

2JZGTE = JZ80 SUPRA, JZS147 ARISTO

Toyota

4EFTE = EP STARLET

TS-0402-1002

Toyota

4AGZE

TS-0402-1002

Toyota

4AGE

TS-0402-1002

Toyota

3SGTE = MR2, CELICA GT4

TS-0402-1003

Toyota

1UZ-FE Lexus/ Soarer V8

TS-0402-1003

Toyota

1JZGTE = SUPRA, CRESTA, CHASER, MARK II

TS-0402-1003

Honda

B16A = EG6 CIVIC SIR, EK4 CIVIC, CRX DEL SOL

TS-0402-1004

Honda

B16B = EK9 CIVIC TYPE R

TS-0402-1004

Audi/VW

All models using Bosch adapters

TS-0402-1006

Ford

BA, BF, FG XR6 Turbo and Territory Turbo

TS-0402-1006

www.TURBOSMARTONLINE.com

FUEL RAIL ADAPTER

TS-0402-1001

TS-0402-1002
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Not Required

Not Required

Nissan
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Model Specic BOV

FG-ADA-SS38 (Supplied with BOV)

Nissan

26

BOV ADAPTER

TS-0205-1009/1010
1

FG-ADM-R33PBK (BOV 3)

Impreza WRX

KTPB

TS-0205-1009

2002 on

All

Subaru

KTDP

FG-ADA-HO19

89-93

BA, BF XR6 Turbo

1

VP

Celica GT4, ST165 & ST185

2.0L Delta Integrale 8 / 16V

1

BOV1

Liberty/Legacy GT

S Coupe Turbo

1

08-current

Subaru

Lancia

1

SERIES

Forester

Toyota

Hyundai

1

MODEL

Subaru

TS-0205-1010

Ford

1

MAKE

FG-BOV-KTDPV6

20
1

Model Specic BOV

Fake Facts
What are “fakes”?
Fakes are counterfeit products made to look deceptively
close to original, Turbosmart items. Some even include
the Turbosmart logo on their outer shells. As with all
counterfeits, it is against the law to manufacture, import,
advertise and sell these products.
Why are they so cheap?
Those unscrupulous individuals involved in making
counterfeits are in it for a quick buck, that’s why most of
the today’s counterfeit traffic comes from China or Taiwan
where labour costs are cheap. They also cut costs by using inferior materials and by sacrificing quality control.
Why are they bad for genuine manufacturers
Cheap copies not only decrease the perceived value of the
genuine items, forcing them to compete against an inferior product, but with an extremely high failure rate they
also tarnish a good reputation companies like Turbosmart
have worked hard to earn over the years.
Why are they bad for the consumer?
Firstly, they’re buying an inferior product. Secondly,
individuals involved in manufacturing counterfeits do
not spend any money on research and development
(they simply steal other people’s designs), they do not
invest in the customer service or technical support, nor
do they contribute to the racing/lifestyle industry that
sustains them. When was the last time you saw a race car
sponsored by one of those companies? By purchasing a
counterfeit product you are effectively taking money away
from a number of programs companies like Turbosmart
support i.e. sponsorship for up and coming racers,
events and contingency programs, technical support
hotlines, product training and research and development
of new products. Counterfeits are not just bad for us, they
are bad for you, and for the whole industry.
How to spot a “fake”?
All genuine Turbosmart products are packaged in a
unique Turbosmart box and are accompanied by an
Instruction Mini-CD and a
Turbosmart sticker (as per
the picture). Turbosmart goes
to great lengths to make sure
its Authorized Dealer Network
is trustworthy and provides
its customers with genuine
products and service. If you
suspect someone of dealing
with Turbosmart counterfeit
products please contact your
regional Turbosmart office
directly.
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